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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
A study of the h ome experiences of h omemaking s t udents
of Carver High School, Lockhart, Texas h as been made.

The

writer chose to study home experiences in foods because it
was felt there was a need for concentration on the relationship that might exist between classroom experiences and the
home u se of acceptable procedures in the planning of nutritious meals and in the preparation of foods to maintain maximum food values.

The situation at sch ool can provide to a

limited extent only, all the elements which are usually found
in a home, even though the equipment may be arranged as nearly like that of a home as possible.
does not exist at school.

Reality in family life

The unit kitchen groups may be

called family groups, yet the family cannot be portrayed in
reality by a group of girls of the same ages who come from
different family situations.
Plans are usually made for the laboratory practices,
and procedures for work are discussed and demonstrated prior
to student laboratory experiences.

In spite of the plans

that may be made, the procedures that are discussed, and demonstrations that are given, it is difficult for each girl to
obtain the opportunity to increase her ability to plan, prepare and serve a full meal on her own.

The opportunity to

increase the ability is limited because of the necessity for
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many girls to work together at school.

Seldom, if ever,

does one girl learn as much about a responsibility as wou.1d
be desired.

One should consider the fact also that time and

classroom expense are two major factors which limit the opportunity for each individual to carry as much responsibility
as would be possible if students were able to work in their
own homes.
The training which a girl of a few generations ago received in her home , enabled her to cope with the conditions
of her times, but such training would be entirely inadequate
for the conditions under which the homemaker lives and works
today.

Not only is much less physical labor required to op-

erate the homes of today than was required in the homes of
former days, but management and home production problems are
entirely different.
A considerable amount of food which is consumed in the
girls' homes today has not only been produced elsewhere, but
much of it has been preserved and some even prepared elsewhere.

In other words, the family food problems are subject

to the same changes that are characteristic of most social
organizations.

The impact of war, like that of any other

crisis, tends to speed up changes that affect the family.
Changes in the structure of the family have been in progress
for decades also.

Likewise, changes in the functions of the

family have been going on over a long period of time.

Con-
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ditions during these periods of crises have brought shock
and strain to the family.

Readjustments have constantly

been made in an attempt to cope with the existing situations.
Never before has there been a greater need than exists today
for a kind of family living that gives people the ability to
cope with the existing conditions in the world around them.
One of the eight basic needs of youth according to Raths
and Fleck (16) is their need for guiding purposes in understanding the world in which one lives.

It, therefore, be -

hooves the homemaking teacher to build a curriculum of varied
emphases so that the many abilities of various students may
be utilized.

When a student of homemaking fails to understand

her place in the world, a pa.rt of the job of the homemaking
teacher is that of helping her to fashion intelligent purposes
which are compatible with her understanding of the world and
herself .

Homemaking education, then, has a real responsibil-

ity to assist students with their responsibilities at home.
Each homemaker must be helped to recognize her value to herself, to her family, and to her school, community and nation.
This is believed to be the only basis on which teaching can
really be effective.
The person responsible for developing homemaking education has a pleasant and rewarding job as she recognizes the
needs of the homemakers in her community, and helps to plan
and develop a useful and practic al program in homemaking edu-

cation.

According to the Texas Education Agency (19) an ef-

fective program of homemaking education is planned and developed so that the various groups of the community are able to
function the year round as integral parts of the total educational program.

It concerns itself with assisting indi-

viduals to develop increasing ability in caring for their respective home responsibilities.

Wood (25) stated that home-

making bas been concerned for a long time with meeting the
needs of young people in their present situations.

Accord-

ing to the Texas Education Agency (19) curriculum planning
involves, among other things, the suggestion of experiences
through which purposes may be achieved.

The ability to han-

dle problems of the family can best be developed by home experiences.
Fleck (5) defines a home experience as anything which
touches or affects a student in some manner, challenges his
values or beliefs, arouses his feelings or changes his behavior.

Two other authorities, Williamson and Lyle (26), de-

fine a home experience as one which is complete within itself,
is of considerable scope, and affords opportunity for the
development of increased skills, along with improved ability
to work with people .

Hatcher and Andrews (8) state that ex-

periences are integral parts of homemaking education.

The

theory is based on the assumption that all education is a
preparation for family life and that knowledge acquired in
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the classroom should be expanded and developed to meet the
needs and interests of the students as family members .
According to the Tentative Guide for Homemaking Education (18), youth have a better chance to succeed in learning:
When they take part in experiences that
have meaning for them.
When they experience sufficient satisfaction in practicing the behaviors to
continue the practice under different
situations.
When the experience coincides with their
desire to deal with situations growing
out of daily living.
When they have opportunities to practice
the desired behaviors.
When they have a part in the entire experience .
Bancroft (2) states that the primary purpose of out-ofclass experiences is to develop in the students sound atti tudes toward learning and the ability to direct their own
learning.

The writer assumed that through such a program

in home experiences, the student would realize that learning
is not localized in the classroom; that it is a continuous
process; that individuals learn best from real-life experiences; and that by selecting, planning and evaluating home
experiences, learning can also be self-directed .

Lee (12 )

in his explanation of the responsibilities of a homemaker,
states that he believes that the homemaker is easil y the
greatest economic factor of the household, which, since it
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has ceased to be primarily a center of productions, must obtain the means of subsistence and of living according to
social standards for its members through wise selection and
utilization.

The homemaker who is responsible for the prop-

er care and utilization of these materials should be trained
in methods of spending the family income with the same intelligent care and knowledge as are used in the expenditure of
funds in any other business.
Students may select roods and other materials in the
market from a stock bewildering in the variety of its display and providing, as it never has done before, for their
every want.

Yet the systematic development of the art of

merchandizing and salesmanship imposes upon those who make
purchases more responsibilities in the way of developing and
practicing the art of buying intelligently.

Although the in-

dustrialization of home activities has tended to lessen the
amount of manual work carried on in the home and has increased the managerial procedure, it has been assumed that the
exercise of manual skills is still an important part of the
program of homemaking.

It is believed that home experiences

provide great possibilities for the development of a tree
and personal relationship between teachers, students and family members.

In other words, it is believed that home expe-

riences contribute to the individual development.

It bas

been further assumed that home experiences may offer many opportunities for students to work with their families; there -
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fore, it may be possible to determine whether or not the experiences in meal planning and preparation of foods could be
expected to prepare them somewhat adequately for satisfactory
living in later years with their own immediate families.
The purpose of the study was to try to determine the development of the students and to evaluate their abilities to
manage food problems of the family.

It was expected that the

study of the experiences might also lend itself to the discovery of the extent to which the girls homes were used as
extended laboratories for school classes.

During the progress

of the study, the opportunity was gained to determine the
value of supervised home experiences to stimulate an appreciation for the importance of family health through well-planned nutrition.

Through this study, the writer also wished

to determine the effectiveness of the "carry-over" of classroom learning to the home and to find, if possible, an acceptable basis for guiding students in making important decisions
in connection with choosing their home experiences.

The eval-

uation of the experiences by youth, family members and teacher
could be expected to furnish a learning situation.
Koos and Kefauver (11) explained that the experiences of
students in the exploratory course and other courses could
make a substantial contribution to a comprehensive program of
guidance.

Hence, it is the hope that anyone interested in

improving the curriculum in home and family life education
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might find this study a valuable reference.

Homemaking

teachers everywhere might agree that the up-to-date curriculum in homemaking should be planned to meet the needs of
the individuals.

To help one to meet this great need for

self improvement, more and more attention should be given
to the selection of home responsibilities.
It is believed that a family-centered approach should
be one of the major techniques for guiding students when
selecting home experiences to become a part of their classroom activities.

It should be remembered that home activ-

ities should be practical if they are to serve learning purposes.

It is expected that the resulting accomplishments

might tend to give both students and parents a new appreciation for home and family life education.

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The basic aim of research is to increase one's understanding of man, nature and society.

To know, to understand

or to comprehend increases the education of man who bas always been curious to know more about himself.
understanding is continuous.

The search for

So the increasing emphasis

which has been placed on the worthwhileness of out-of-class
experiences encourages people as they grow in the understanding of the importance of homemaking education.
Herald (9) made a study preparatory to setting up a
homemaking department at the University High School, University of Michigan.

A multiple choice questionnaire based on

the objectives of the program was prepared and mailed to forty-eight former students.

According to the report, these

students had had two years of experience in the homemaking
laboratory and had been graduated from the high school.

They

represented a cross-section of the persons in the community.
Responses to the questionnaire showed that nearly all of the
girls who answered considered that their homemaking courses
and experiences had been of great value.

It was believed

that the success of the program had been due to the following factors:
1. Freedom for individual planning,
2. The homelike atmosphere of the
homemaking department,
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3. The organization of the program,

4.

The actual doing of the projects
and guidance given by the teacher.

This study revealed that the homemaking laboratory was
a place where experiences could be gained through opportunities to work on specific problems, and that individuals working together in small groups developed skills which enabled
them to rise from one level of achievement to the next.
Growth through experiences develops responsibility that gives
the individual opportunities to make decisions, to make
social adjustments, to meet emergencies, to become secure
and to develop poise and stability.
Related studies made on the home activities of homemakers, included one made by Hall (7) in 1952, in which she
sought to discover how the homemaking program could be
strengthened.

The purpose of the study was to obtain the

basic information concerning the opinions which were held by
various groups in the school and in the community as to the
strengths and limitations of the homemaking programs.
The forty-nine schools which participated in this study
were chosen at random from a list of all the public second-

ary schools in California which offered homemaking education
in grades nine through twelve during the school year 1951 -

1952.

Attitudes were expressed by 7,237 homemaking students,

1,968 former homemaking students who had graduated within the
last five years, 105 homemaking teachers, 524 teachers of
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subjects other than homemaking, 198 administrators, and 391
parents.

In each participating school, questionnaires were

administered to all of the boys and girls in grades nine
through twelve who were enrolled in a homemaking class.

The

students gave information about their personal and home backgrounds, educational and vocational plans, and their previous
contacts with homemaking activities.
The study revealed that the most frequent suggestions
for making homemaking courses more enjoyable were concerned
with projects which would be of practical value.

The study

also revealed that students were interested in a homemaking
program which would prepare them for a variety of homemaking
responsibilities.

It was concluded that the homemaking pro-

gram could increase its appeal by offering more practical
courses, and by preparing students for more areas of homemaking responsibilities.
One of the educational problems of today is how to bring
classroom teaching into the home through home experiences.
If the homemaking program is to function in the lives of the
students, its theories and practices must become a part of
their home activities and their daily living patterns.

Home

experiences which closely follow classroom work are of vital
importance.

If home experiences are to accomplish their pur-

poses, they must include thinking, planning, forming judgments, and the seeking of new ideas.

They must be seen in
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terms of definite, measurable goals; they must be completed;
records must be kept; and a summary must be made.

The meth-

ods of working and the results must be evaluated.
Dinsmore (4) made a study which was concerned with the
combination of home and school experiences of senior high
school girls in Owatona, Minnesota.

Two definite problems

were presented in this study: first, the reports of the pro-

jects which included the plans for work and the procedures;
second, the results explaining how the students were to diagnose what help they yet needed and how to evaluate their own
home experiences.

Evaluation was determined by interest,

skills, and improved habits as developed by the girls themselves rather than by measuring the number of cakes baked,
for example.
Through individual and group conferences, it was decided to use the demonstration method for evaluation.

It was

found that giving reports in demonstration form could be a
thrilling experience .

It was concluded that the home expe-

riences established cooperation between students, home, family and school.

Students shoul d and could have a share in

program planni ng by making it an integral part of clas sroom
learnings and activities .

For example , an exhibit emphasiz-

ing the need for three nutritionally adequate meals each day
could be a school-wide project.

There might also be unlim-

ited opportunities for creative work and group activities i n
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this particular area.
Abernathy (1) made a study of home practices, duties,
activities and home environments of eighth grade Negro girls
of Texas during the school year of 1946-1947.

A question-

naire was used to secure information for this study.

Ten

girls taking vocational homemaking in each of sixty-five Negro schools were asked to check the items in the questionnaire.

It was believed that a knowledge of the socio-eco-

nomic status of the families participating, would give a
clearer understanding of students' abilities to participate
in home activities, since the social and economic conditions
of families have definite effects on their home activities.
The study showed (1) that the sizes of the families ranged
from two to fourteen members, (2) that grown ups in the families shared home activities, (3) that the ages of brothers
and sisters had a significant effect on the home activities
of students, (4) that the ages of the girls studied were
significant, and (5) the occupations of the fathers were
highly significant findings, also.
The majority of the fathers were engaged in unskilled
labor and in farming.

The findings, also revealed that all

the girls who were enrolled in vocational homemaking engaged
in food practices frequently or occasionally.

The study

brought out the fact that these girls were interested in
homemaking to the extent they wanted further training.

Growth and development through practical home experiences of students could make an important contribution to
the well-being of the American homes of tomorrow .

If one's

knowledge could be applied to the practical everyday experiences of home activities in meal planning and preparation of
food it might go a long way in helping to produce meals that
would be economical, attractive, palatable, and nutritious.
Thompson (20) made a study of home activities of junior
high school girls .

Two of the purposes of the study were

to determine:
1. The relationship of home activities of
girls to the parental occupation.
2. The relationship .of home activities of
girls to the number of children in the
families.
Questionnaires were prepared and given to all homemaking students in the junior high schools of Minneapolis, Minnesota.
The questionnaire dealt with various home activities which
had been classified under three heads; routine duties of the
home, service activities, and leisure activities.

Compari-

sons, when made of the ages of the girls, showed that older
girls took part in the routine duties of the home and in activities by which they themselves benefited more frequently
than did the younger girls .

Little difference was shown in

participation in leisure activities from the standpoint of
the ages of the girls .

The second phase of the questionnaire

was divided into six classifications concerning parental
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occupation, namely; (l) profes s ional (2) managerial (3) clerical (4) semi-skilled occupation (5) slightly skilled trades
and (6) day labor.

Daughters of the lower income level fam-

ilies did more home work than those of higher income levels.
The higher income faroilies hired more help, consequently,
these girls were found to have more leisure time and more
money to spend.
The information was regrouped according to the number
of children in the families.

A comparison of figures show-

ed that the girls in larger families did more work.

Thus,

parental occupation and size of the family, seemed in general
to cause similar differences in the activities of the girls.
The data indicated tha t the sizes of the families made more
difference in the activities of t h e girls than did the occupational levels of the fathers.
Practice in the development of skills increases one's
ability to exercise judgment.

It might be possible to be a

good homemaker without working long hours at it.

Skillful

short-cuts and new easy-do methods should not be confused
with carelessness and negligence.

Con fidence in knowing how

to do a job correctly and how to manage it easily encourages
repetition.

Home experiences provide the connecting link

between the classroom and the full assumption of responsibility by the student h omemakers.
Wadley (21), now a homemaker, was state supervisor of
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home economics in Utah for seven years.

She reported that

there was great variation in the number and types of responsibilities assumed at home by some high school girls in Utah .
Some of the girls were as capable and as efficient in many
ways as were some adult homemakers.

They willingly did their

share of the work in their own homes and frequently worked
for their neighbors .

Wadley further stated that need alone

did not determine what and how much girls did at home, but
that other important factors were the mothers' attitudes and
the habits established by the girls themselves during early
childhood and in the junior high school years.

CHAPTER III
ME'THOD

This study of home experiences in meal planning and
preparation of food was made of thirty nine high school
girls in grades nine through eleven who were enrolled in vocational homemaking at the Carver High School in Lockhart
during the regular school term of

1954-1955.

The writer

chose to limit the home experience study to meal planning
and preparation of food.

The greatest contributing factor

to the limitation of the study in home experiences was the
time element involved in the teaching of vocational homemaking.
The writer believed that there was greater participation on the part of the girls in meal planning and preparation of food for family members than in any other phase of
homemaking experiences.

This investigation was begun in the

fall of the regular session of the

1954-55

school term.

dent progress reports of sunnner home experiences during

Stu-

1951+

were filed and later used in this study along with the written reports of home activities for the regular school term
of

1951+-55.
The investigation was made in an attempt to determine

the effectiveness of the "carry-over" of classroom learning to the home and to discover an acceptable basis for guiding students in making important decisions concerning home
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experiences .

It was believed that students might take les-

sons from homemakers who have developed skill in the activities of the home.

Some homemakers might take great pride in

handing down ideas to their children and grandchildren inspiring others to do well.

This might help to create a beau-

tiful horizon of homemaking.

It was believed that the stu-

dents might be inspired to develop through a performance
when they have reasons for doing so followed by an opportunity to succeed.
The students made selections of their home projects
according to the following criteria:
1. Which project interested them greatly?
2. Which project would probably make most important contributions to their family members?

3. Which project represented a most important need at home?

4.

Which project represented areas in which they might wish
to gain more experience?

5.

Which project would be most practical, considering time,
money, materials and help needed?
When the projects were selected, plans were made for

the accomplishment of the goals which the girls had set up
with the help of the teacher.

The girls cooperatively

planned, along with the teacher, an outline which would guide
their thinking and activities .

The outline included the

name of the project, the reason or reasons for selecting it,
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a step by step outline of procedures of work to be done, a
list of problems to be solved in order to accomplish the
project, and a list of the materials, supplies and money
which probably would be needed to support the on-going of
the activity undertaken.

The outline also included a space

for notations of help secured from reference materials and
the homemaking teacher, and for comments from family members.
Duri ng the regular school term, the students worked on
various home projects .

Those that concerned planning and

preparation of meals were sorted and filed for the purpose
of this investigation.

The girls wrote the reports of their

home activities with the help and supervision of the teacher.

During the course of the project, occasional home visits

were made by the teacher to determine the progress and to
give whatever assistance was needed.

Other purposes of the

home visits were to become better acquainted and to promote
better understanding of home assignments by mothers and
daughters.
The home experiences could be planned activities that
were flexible so that they would function in the lives of
those who participated; therefore , it was believed that it
was important to follow-up home experiences.

A plan was

developed which was expected to make the home visiting easier
for all concerned and to make it more effective.

Four sug-

gestions made by Wadley (22) were studied and used by the
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writer in making home visits.
the following decisions.

These suggestions resulted in

First, the writer thought through

and wrote down what she hoped to accomplish through home
visiting.

The following goals were used as guides:
a. Help plan, organize, direct and
evaluate student home experiences
related to classroom instruction.
b. Become acquainted with the economic
levels, types of homes, furnishings,
equipment , homemaking practices, and
customs in the conmnmity.
c. Interpret the school program to the
parents and learn of the parents•
expectation from the school.
d. Become personally acquainted with
mothers and their homemaking problems.
e. Understand the girls in relation to
their families and learn something
of their personal problems, their
home responsibilities and instructional needs.

Second, plans were made for home visiting so that the writer
would know when and how to work to give attention to other
phases of the homemaking program or cooperate with other
school activities.

There were three decisions to keep in

mind when making home visits due to the fact that all of the
girls could not be visited for a certain length of time.

The

first decision was, which ones to visit, next, when to visit,
and last, how to visit.
The third decision which the writer made was to write
letters to students and parents so that they would know of
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the anticipated home visits.

The purpose of the visit was

explained through letters, at group meetings, and over the
telephone.

Finally, the fourth and last decision was to make

home visiting easier by cultivating an i~formal, friendly approach to be used at the homes of the students.
Before the end of the school year, questionnaires were
mailed to thirty four parents requesting general information
concerning the students.

(See Appendix, Exhibit A)

This

questionnaire consisted of items that covered the home activities of the students, the number of family members, parental occupations and interests, and the attitudes and oomments
from mothers who were concerned with their daughters• responsibilities at home.

Through home visitations, the writer had

an opportunity to make observations of the relationships of
the students to other family members.

Twenty seven of the

questionnaires to parents were returned.
Forms for the records of the students' home responsibilities were mimeographed and distributed to the students
after the selections of the home experiences had been made.
(See Appendix, Exhibit B)

The students expressed themselves

freely in explaining their willingness or unwillingness to
work for the experience .

Twenty three of the girls expressed

their willingness to gain the experience while others gave
no replies .

The plan or the project was arranged so that

students could give reasons for choosing the project.

All
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girls gave reasons for making their selections.

The majority

showed that they chose certain projects because they had to
do these tasks anyway.
With the cooperation of the teacher, the students planned
goals for their own growth.

The written plans showed that

the experiences were tangible, specific and simple.

All of

the plans were discussed with the parents because it was
thought that the projects should be approved by the mother
before any attempt was made to begin work on them.

The

teacher and students planned the step-by-step procedures of
the various activities.

A list of references such as cook

books, magazines, recipe files, books on table setting and
etiquette was made available.

Certain television and radio

programs were called to the attention of the students if the
time was convenient for them to look at or hear the program.
Students also made use of the suggestions on the women's
page of the daily newspaper.

Advertizing materials were made

available for students' use.

Evidences were listed of the

conferences with family members and cooperation of family
members in the promotion of interest and enthusiasm of the
student while engaged in the project.

In order to deter-

mine the procedures and successes of the experiences, the
forms for the story of the projects were based on four items
of information, (See Appendix, Exhibit C), namely: (1) What
I did step-by-step, (2) What I learned from this project,
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(3) My summary and (4) The family comment.

Thes e girls were

enrolled in Homemaking I, II, and III, representing grades
nine, ten and eleven, respectively.
It was the hope of the writer that the following assumptions would be tested and verified through this study:
1. That home experiences would to some
degree, meet the needs and interests
of the pupils who completed them.
2. That home experiences would enable
girls to become efficient homemakers.
The final results of the study have been organized,
studied, and evaluated with these assumptions in mind.

Tab-

lular materials, and graphs have been used to help present
the most significant findings.
marized.

The material was then sum-

Many items in the bibliography have proven quite

useful to the adequate development of the study.

CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION
Others who have studied out-of-class experiences of
students are in agreement that they are most iDrluential
factors in the development of students in their home activities.

Since the focal point of this investigation was

on home activities in meal planning and preparation of food,
a brief report only has been made on the specific findings
of the factors that influenced the learning activities of
the students favorably or unfavorably.

Directed home ex-

periences have been considered learning experiences for some
time.

Since this study was focused on home experiences in

relation to foods, it seemed logical that the plans should
include home activities that would also provide valuable
opportunity to practice the art of meal planning and food
preparation.
It is believed that management is one of the factors
essential to successful completion of home experiences.

It

should require the kind of work which would be expected to
develop homemaking students with standards toward which to
strive and with the ability to do their work well.

Plan-

ning, in many ways, is a determining element or success and
quality of work, and may be closely associated with the standards for quality in the mind of the worker.

The basic attitudes found toward work and the way students acted toward it might have been developed through the
home responsibilities delegated to the students.

Their feel-

ings of adequacy or inadequacy in being able to plan and prepare meals alone might have been similarly developed.

It was

a basic idea that the home experiences in meal planning and
preparation ot foods should show integration of school, home
and the community activities.

It was evident that the girls

needed to work independently and in situations which would
reveal a satisfactory homelife.

It was round that these ex-

periences helped to develop understandings, skills and techniques that the students would need now and later when they
established their own homes and thus their courses in homemaking would be more meaningful.

Evidently the experiences,

helped to give the girls a clearer understanding of home problems, as well as some knowledge of the responsibilities that
went along with certain home duties.

It was found that these

home experiences contributed in a way that helped make some
of the homes more cheerful.
The home project reports showed that when a student
completed a project she expected to gain something worthwhile
from the experience if she normally used planning as a careful measure, in preparation for accomplishing a successful
project.

It was ~ound that it is not good practice for the

homemaking students to rush with their projects to the extent
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the fundamental procedures of work would be omitted and a minimum of knowledge gained from the experience.

Differences are

frequently apparent in the circumstance under which an experience is accepted.
A comparison of the reports of the home activities completed by the students was made in an attempt to determine
the importance of the experience to the student.

It was

found that the completed projects made a definite contribution to the well-being of the individuals and their families.
They helped to develop an awareness on the part of the students in regard to the factors which operate along with nutrition in the development of good health.

They also helped

in the development of better nutrition and health standards.
This particular study has been concerned with students
who represented three grade levels.

The students were en-

rolled in grades nine, ten and eleven.

None of the girls

were over eighteen years of age in either grade.

Table I

shows that the only fourteen year old girls were in grade
nine and no ninth grade girls were eighteen years old.

The

tenth grade girls were as old as the eleventh grade girls.
It may be seen also that the number of girls in each grade as
well as their ages revealed that there was not a wide range
of age differences of the girls included in this study.

The

ages, experiences, knowledge, and abilities of the girls
were kept in mind when making plans tor the home experiences.
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Table I

Numbers and Ages of Girls in Each Grade

Age In Years
Grades

Total

14

15

16

17

18

N

N

N

N

N

9

4

3

2

18

10

2

5

7

11+

11

2

2

1

2

7

8

10

10

2

39

9

Total

9

N

One learning principle employed was to proceed from the
simple to more complicated jobs.

The reason for this pro-

cedure of learning, "to do the simple tasks first," was to
progress from one stage of development to a higher one.

The

girls in grades ten and eleven performed more satisfactory
home activities than did those who were seventeen years old
in grade nine, however the enthusiasm of the ninth grade
girls was high.

The seventeen and eighteen years old girls

bad had more practical experience in the home because of
their ages and levels of maturity.

The sixteen and seven-

teen years old girls in the ninth grade had had more practical experience than had the fourteen and fifteen years old
girls in the same grade.

It seemed that the older girls

bad assumed more home responsibilities than had the younger
girls regardless of the grade level which probably should
have been expected.
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This study was also concerned with the contributions of
the family itself to the growth of the students studied.

Fam-

ily schedules, at least as a basic plan, saved much argument,
and contributed to the independent performance of duties.
The family as a basis for teaching meal planning was natural,
in fact, it was difficult to imagine teaching meal planning
any other way .

In these days when each member of the family

is busy with activities outside the home, mealtime is about
the only period, if any, during the day that all the family
can be together.

Consequently, it should be pleasant as an

occasion where good food and mutual respect are found.
Because of certain family patterns some families vary
greatly from others in both food habits and ways of serving
meals.

The classroom provided an excellent opportunity for

students to become acquainted with these culture patterns,
learn the reasons for them, and consequently appreciate the
behavior of members of different families .

The writer strove

constantly for a carry-over of school learning into the home
situation.

The writer and students both were c onscious of

the fact that meal planning , the preparation and the serving
of food are just one phase of homemaking .

It was realized

that too much emphasis placed on any one phase of homemaking
might mean that others would be slighted and s tudents might
have an unbalanced view of the job of homemaking.
Perhaps family meal management may be a better ter m than
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meal planning.

The home activities on feeding the family in-

cluded planning the meals, marketing, preparing the food,
serving the meals, clearing away and washing the dishes,
using equipment, and managing time, energy and money.

The

home experiences on home management ran through all these
activities.

The girls were instructed to consider that the

big objective behind meal planning was the health of the family.

Through observations of the family, by home visitation

of the teacher, it was found that the home in some instances
could have been superior to the laboratory at school in education for family living.
As the students continued their projects it was discovered that more knowledge was being gained as they worked.
The practice ot home responsibilities in feeding the family
as an opportunity to grow into a successful homemaker might
have presented many more developments on the part of the student.

It is one of the duties of a homemaking teacher to

teach her students how to make a home and to help them learn
to share in all the daily activities of their own homes.

It

was believed that through these responsibilities are taught
the essential traits of character, reliability, independence,
responsibility, resourcefulness and most of the other qualities which make for a mature and socially acceptable adult.
It has been found that the method by which the teaching is
done makes the difference between genuinely mature persons
and the unhappy, maladjusted adult.

The cooperation of the
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homemakers who shared their successes and shortcoming s with
students was sought in helping to provide for the students
lite experiences in feeding the family.

Perhaps t h ere might

have been numerous studies made on the understanding and improvement of family life, but it has been found that more emphasis should be placed on the study of the relationship of
family feeding problems in order to be able to en11st families themselves more actively in other phases of family life
education.

It is evident that one can progress on a practi-

cal basis that will make family contributions to home activities more truly effective in raising the standards of family life.

The experiences that a student might have in her

own family might int'luence community activities.
Data have been presented here to describe the sizes of
the families, insofar as the size of t he families seemed to
have affected the home activities in meal planning and food
preparation of the homemaking girls.

The sizes of the fam-

ilies ranged from two to thirteen members, as may be seen in
Figure l.

It was necessary to study the sizes of the family

because the framework for the activities of the individual
family member might have been made according to the numbers
of persons in one househ old.

Evidently sizes of the fami-

lies influence the patterns of family living.

The manner

in which each family member behaves or reacts to the respon-

sibilities of the home affects what others in the family do.
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Sizes of the Families

In about three cases, either one or both grandparents
have been included as a part of the immediate family.

Sev-

en families had either one or two grand children living with
the family .

Most of the families had three, four and up to

seven members.

Eleven families had more than six or seven

members and only one family bad thirteen members.

Students

from the larger families had more home responsibilities and
as a result, these girls from such families had more home
experiences, especially in meal planning and preparation of
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foods.

A wide range of ages was observed in the families of

the girls studied.

The youngest member was three months old

and the oldest member was seventy six years.
It was felt that the teacher holds the key to the problem of satisfactory home-class projects.

During the study,

it was found that the teacher should be vitally aware of the
conditions in the community, and be alert to the opportunities they presented for effective class cooperation.
facts were gained by home visitation.

These

Aside from technical

training, the management of time and of speed were noted.
The girls seemingly developed neatness and maturity in cooking standards, enthusiasm, ambition and a liking for foods
and nutrition.

Keeping pace with the popularity of today's

homemaking activities, the homemaking students developed
time-work schedules to follow in methods of preparing foods
for their families.
The students observed that marketing involves choicemaking in regard to such factors as foods available in different forms, foods available at different seasons, quantities, varying food values, and quality.

Students also ob-

served that stores vary in service and quality of goods; so
where to shop was an important factor .

The students were

helped to understand some of the problems of food merchants
so that they could do their own shopping more intelligently.
Evidence shows that today the preparation of food is
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becoming more simplified, but t here may be still judgements
to make and techniques to learn.

It has been found that food

preparation has much to do with the formation of food habits
in young children.

Attractive, well seasoned food was found

to be more readily accepted by children as well as other members of the family than food which is colorless and flat in
taste.

Emphasis was placed on the instructions for setting

an attractive table and serving the meal so that it could be
a pleasant occasion and not be too time consuming.
table accessories were used for center pieces .
expensive .

Colorful

They were in-

Placing them on the table in an orderly fashion

was appreciated by the average f8l111ly member.
Care was taken to learn the family customs by means of
home visitation.

Too drastic changes from home patterns

could block learning and "carry-over" into the home.

Often

clearing away and washing the dishes are looked upon as
drudgery by high school students, but when aids are given
for doing them efficiently they become more tolerable.

Ro-

tation of these jobs among family members helped remove the
monotony.

Students report that dishwashing time was a time

for singing and story telling.

During the planning of the

activities, the students worked together, in order that ideas
might be exchanged and basic procedures clarified before actual progress was begun.
Both large and small equipment had to be used efficient-
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ly to prepare and serve meals.

Students varied in muscular

coordination, especially during the adolescent period.

Much

patience was needed on the part of the teacher and parents.
Time was limited for meal preparation because of other home
activities.

Th.us the class periods of only sixty minutes pro-

vided excellent opportunity for learning management of time.
This often meant that simple meals must be served.

It was a

good place to point out that skill in food preparation was
important.

However, it was also well to emphasize that skills

are merely tools to reach previously determined goals or objectives.

There were some students who enjoyed the prepara-

tion of food simply because it was a creative experience.
To understand the food habits of the pupils and their
.families, a study of the students' attitudes toward home responsibilities and the occupational status of the parents
was made.

A study of the prior nutrition education o.f each

student was made to discover any existing knowledge or weaknesses, as a result of what the students had learned .from
the experiences.

The facts found provided a temporary basis

for giving assistance in watever areas improvements were
found to be needed .
When the in.formation concerning the occupational status
was obtained from each fB.lllily , there was found very little
variation in the occupations of the .fathers in each family
as may be seen in Table II .

None o.f the parents were em-

ployed professionally.

Ten of the fathers were day laborers,

two were carpenters, two mechanics and eighteen of them were
farmers.

In all probability, those mothers who worked outside

the home did so to supplement the family income.
Table II
Grades
of
Students

Occupations of the Fathers
Occupations

Farmers
N

Meehanics
N

Carpenters

Day Laborers

N

N

9

10

5
3

1

2

1

17

-

2

2

Totals

Porters
N

6

9

11

To cope

4

1

10

1

with the economic facts of life it might have been necessary
that the mothers work outside the home.
in a budget was important.

Planning meals with-

Learning foods that are low cost

but nutritious was also important as well as interesting ways
or preparing such foods.

When the main dish of the family's

menu consisted of such foods as ground meat or eggs, the students had some experiences in using extenders, such as bread
crumbs in meat loaf, spaghetti and other paste foods with
ground meat, and cubes of bread with scrambled eggs .

No spe-

cific formula was given for budgeting food expenditures, but
guides were pointed out in student-teacher conferences.
students learned to plan economic meals .

The

Money management
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problems of the family helped students to face their responsibilities as consumers and helped to develop standards of
values that would enrich their entire lives.

Figure 2 shows

the number of mothers who were employed outside the homes.
These figures represent the number or mothers of the students
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rigure 2 Mothers Working Outside The Bame
in grades nine, ten and eleven who worked outside or the home
either on half-day or all day jobs.

Where the mother worked

outside or the home all day, the girls' home activities provided significant information.

In cases where there were

both parents in the family who worked outside of the home,
the older daughter assumed a considerable part of the responsibility for the evening meal.

Likewise, in cases where

only one parent lived with the family, the older children's
responsibilities were greater than they might have been otherwise.

In two cases where the grandparents were the only sup-

porters, the girls seemed to have been somewhat more willing
to assume family feeding problems as their projects.
During the teen-age years, it might be possible that
home experiences could interest homemaking girls more than
at any other period.

Seemingly, energy was not a problem to

the young homemaking students.

They wanted to do what the

rest or their group did, and therefore they were helped in
group conferences to select the projects they should do.
Growing students were provided with real-life experiences that
were interesting and worthwhile.

It was believed that it is

a fact that just giving the hungry teen-agers enough food to
satisfy their appetites did not necessarily satisfy nutritional needs.

It was also found that greater independence

in choice of foods might begin at these ages; therefore it
was pointed out that faulty food fads and poor eating habits
should be guarded against.
requires energy.

It was emphasized that growth

When conferring with students, the girls

were given the basic seven food chart to observe and follow
as a guide when selecting the protective foods to meet the
nutritional needs of teen-age growth as well as that of other
family members.

The high school athletes, in some instances,

were used as examples when attempting to solve the problem

of food selection.

There were families in whicb the high

school brothers were athletes.

The girls in these families

bad more experiences in preparing foods than was true of
those who had no brothers at high school age or who were not
athletes.
One of the basic principles of democracy is respect for
the individual.

Respect for the individual could mean that

one in a family sees every other family member as a distinct
and separate human being and helps him to be a happy and satisfied person.

The students were informed during group con-

ferences that the satisfaction and common needs of every member of the group should be met.

It was felt that the young

students who may be the homemakers or tomorrow may get an equilibrium in experience and accomplishment when guided properly.

During the conference periods the girls might have also

been helped to feel that their jobs of planning and preparing foods for the family meals were important jobs, and that
they were doing them well.

It was evident that the teen age

girls desired mostly to understand, to be understood, and to
be permitted to work alone.

The experiences helped them to

feel indispensable and to feel that the family could not get
along without them .

The majority of them showed that they

wanted and needed responsibilities in feeding their families.
In several instances, they realized that responsibility at
home was theirs to accept if the family was to live comfort-
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ably and conveniently.
It might have been possible that the fa.mily, more t h an
any other group in the community, was responsible for seeing
that its members should satisfy enough of their needs to enable them to live, to grow, and to become well adjusted women.

In spite of the great res ponsibilities of the home, in

meal planning and preparation of food the homemaking department still played an important part in the lives of the students.

Where there were sisters in the family working to-

gether, each was to do all in her power, both as an individual and as a part of a family group, to satisfy the varied
food needs of every other member of the family.

However the

number of sisters in the family affected the meal preparation activities onl.y according to the ages and abilities of
the sisters.

In the event that two or more girls were high

school age and enrolled in homemaking classes, teamwork in
the kitchen seemed to have been their patterns.

According

to the written reports of the students, most of them had to
do homework anyway without regard to the project .

The ma-

jority of the students at some time previously had had experience with the preparation of portions of the family meals.
Their experiences in planning and preparing family meals
have been shown in Figure 3.

According to the reports of

the mothers, the girls did little shopping for food without assistance.

The experiences in planning and preparing

l+O

the foods were significant so far as this study is concerned.
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Figure 3 Experiences in Planning and
Preparing Family Meals
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With home experiences in meal planning and preparation
of food as learning activities, the students, no matter bow
conscious they might have been, were at some times called upon to work with foods outside their own homes.

Such calls

on week-end jobs or for special occasions frequently came
without forewarning, leaving the student with the problem of
gaining more working information as she experienced the activities of the job at hand.

One of the usual sources ot

help - the textbook was not used in these instances.

It was

found that current literature was better in helping to keep
up with the newer techniques tor home activities in meal planAs homemaking students, they were

ning and food preparation.

constantly seeking new ways to perform old tasks more efficiently and more easily.

The students reported that their

home activities in foods were worth while because they were
able to work satisfactorily, not only for their own family
members but on jobs for pay.
During the progress of the experiences, it was noted
that the variety of learning experiences was surprising.

A-

bilities developed in managing time, and saving energy, especially in trips made around the laboratory when preparing
food at school.
tion of work.

Dovetailing was learned through organizaAnother learning was cooperation of family

members in planning home activities.

The more advanced home-

making students could prepare more difficult foods , do ere-
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ative work such as plan meals, plan market orders, and go to
the market to do the shopping.

Students of Homemaking III

investigated factors involved in using homemade and commercial mixes and frozen foods.

These students gained much from

inquiring into the use of certain equipment such as freezers
and mixers in meal preparation.
Table III shows the number of students who could go to
the market assisted or unassisted and shop for food.
Table III Number of Student Shoppers
Grades

With Assistance

Without Assistance

N

N

9

14

2

10

9

4

11

2

3

Totals

25

9

The data secured on the value of the experiences selected from the standpoint of the learner showed that twentysix girls who had helped to prepare and serve foods at home
were proud of their accomplishments.

Twenty nine students

showed that they liked the activity phase of homemaking, such
as cooking foods, better than they did other home responsibilities .

Twenty eight girls showed a liking for demonstrat-

ing to the family what they had learned in school .

Thirty
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two girls achieved increased importance and satisfaction
among family members as a result of the home experiences .
The students were given as much practice as possible in an
attempt to take advantage of their enthusiasm and willingness .
Those whose hel p was needed at home made a big contribution
to the family by practicing what they had learned at school.
The students showed increased appreciation for the value of
the experiences when performing the tasks alone.

The success-

ful experiences in the homemaking activities inspired confidence by the students in their abilities to do things for
people other than their own family members .
The girls who were most successt'u.l with their home projects were of greatest help to their mothers .

The mothers

reported that they were extremely proud of the results of the
activities in which the girl s were engaged.

The students

learned to be good managers and became more efficient in
their work methods .

The homemaking program attempted to pre-

pare students to meet their everyday needs with intelligence ,
skill and understanding.

The experiences that they were en-

gaged in were real to them, as all phases of the program were
taught in relation to thei r contributi on to h a ppy famil y l iving.
Provisions were ms.de fo r parents to express their will ingness to cooperate with the teacher in encouraging students
to work on home exper iences .

The majority of the parents re-

plied favorably and gave reasons for their willingness to cooperate with the promotion of home activities in foods for
the family.

The mothers approved of the selected experiences.

They recognized the home projects as help because most of them
worked outside of the home.
The findings showed that the mothers were in favor of
the manner by which their daughters gained newer knowledge
of homemaking through actual practice of homework.

The home-

making area at school was provided with sufficient space and
an arrangement of equipment for convenience.

It was found

that dual use of space at home was probably not often practical.

It was almost impossible to provide sufficient space

and equipment necessary to be really convenient in some of
the homes .

There was a variety in makes and types of equip-

ment at school so that each girl could become familiar with
the operation of t hose tools she might find use in her own
home.

However, there was not a variety of makes and types

of cook stoves in the homew..aking department which used only
electric stoves .
Other factors which showed a marked effect on the home
activities of the students were physical conditions such as
running water, types of fuels used in the homes as well as
oven temperature controls, electric outlets, and the amount
of storage space available .

Table IV shows the types of

fuels that were used in the homes and the number of girls

who used them.
Table IV Fuels Used In The Homes For Cooking Purposes
Grades

Wood
N

Oil
N

Electricity
N

9

5

8

3

10

2

7

4

11

1

3

1

Totals

8

18

8

It was found that the amount of help the students received from other members of the family showed dependence on
the size of the family, and the amount of activity the family was engaged in.
The early programs in home economics were primarily
planned to teach skills in cooking and sewing.

It was real-

ized that these activities were directly related to the domestic life of the girl of former days .

Today stress may

be on human relationships as well as on the techniques so
that all girls can be accommodated with the existing facilities.

The home and family have changed materially .

This

change possibly brought about new developments in the curriculum of home and family life education.

Homemaking edu-

cation today should help students to function not only in
their families but as individuals in the community .

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Food preparation tasks may be the most time-demanding
of all homemaking activities.

A large share of the home-

makers' time may be spent in and about the kitchen.

The way

homemakers manage their work hours might have a definite effect upon the ease with which work is done and the pleasure
that 1s derived from creative experiences.

Planning may be

an essential part of time-management in the home.

It should

enable the homemaker to work out effective ways of using her
time and of reaching goals.

Skills in time-management were

probably developed by making plans, trying them out, and
evaluating their usefulness.

As the days' work went forward,

decisions about adjusting plans bad to be made.

Sometimes

it was necessary to leave out some activity planned or to

change the time sequence of certain tasks.
It was found that a workable time-plan for the students'
activities in managing meals must be made to meet the nutritional needs of the family.

It is also evident that home-

making activities in foods offer a real challenge to the student of homemaking who desires to engage in experiences that
can be increasingly interesting, and through which she can
help to promote efficiency in personal and home living .

It

has been found that there may be profits in labor by adapting the principles of work simplification to specific prob-
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lams of work.

It could mean that the job of the worker may

be more challenging .

It could also mean that a girl could

get work done with less body motion, less energy and in less
time.

It was emphasized that home experiences in food management, as they expressed the needs and were focused on the development of the students' abilities , might have been helpful
in establishing the future well- being of their own immediate
families.

It was concluded that class experiences in foods

need to be supplemented by home living and practical experiences in meal management .

The extent to which the students accepted or were responsible for home activities was based on the following conditions as a part of their class activities:
1.

The mother worked outside the home .

2.

There were older sisters at home with the fanily .

J. There were older brothers at home .

4.

There were other relatives living in the same house and
as a part of the same family .

5.

There were younger brothers and sisters in the famil y .

6.

In some cases the student was the only daughter i n the
famil y .
Interests ran high among the homemaking s t udents as they

worked on their projects .

The experiences gave knowledge to

all those who participated in the program.

The experiences

helped to meet the intellectual as well as the physical needs
or the families.

As a result of the study, it was concluded

that home experiences attracted more and more attention as a
subject or basic importance for the homemaking students, and
that students' learning experiences may be enriched when the
homemaking teacher finds techniques for stimulating the abilities of the students.

Home experiences might be designed

to equip students to live with satisfaction to themselves
and profit by their own home membership.

It was also con-

cluded that home experiences as an extended laboratory of the
regular class activities helped students to achieve a happier
home life through practice in real-life situations .
It was finally concluded that each home visit contributed to the understanding between teacher, student, and parents.

From the experiences provided, it was evident that the

potentialities of the students could be developed in a variety of ways.

These are some of the important factors found

as a result of the home experiences : (1) The family gained
closer harmony with the school . ( 2) The home experiences
helped to develop the personalities of the girls participating in the various activities. (3) The home experiences
helped to improve the standards or heal th through better
planned meals .

In other words, experiences which best meet

individual needs are most suitable for training homemakers
for better home living .

There are ~erhaps unlimited discoveries that could be
found in further study of home experiences and of how such
experiences may affect the development of the potentialities
of students.

One might also conclude that one needs to con-

tinue education in home experiences as an integral part of
the educational system.

It is also evident that home experi-

ences may need greater emphasis in program planning.

The

writer recognizes that the findings of this study are not
final and acknowledges that further study on home experiences
should be made.
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Appendix

EXHIBIT A
Prairie View Agricultural and Mechanical College
Prairie View, Texas
A STUDY OF HOME EXPERIENCES IN MEAL PLANNING

AND PREPARATION OF FOOD BY HOMEMAKING
GIRLS OF CARVER HIGH SCHOOL
IN LOCKHART, TEXAS
By D. L. Smith
Information From Parents
l.

Concerning _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Ages o.f girls _ _ _ __

2.

Address

3.

Student in Carver High School: l y e a r _ 2 years_ _

3 years ____ 4 years

4.

---·

In your opinion her work in homemaking was most satisfactory the .first year
third year

5.

the .fourth yea.r

No

•

serving meals

preparing

•

good

fair

•

Attitude toward responsibility, excellent
fair

Yes

•

Home relationship, excellent
poor

9.

•

Enjoys planning, preparing and serving foods.
No

8.

•

Home experience in planning meals
meals

7.

the

Experience in shopping .for food without assistance.
Yes

6.

the second year

poor

•

good_
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_________ Ages

10.

Number of brothers

11.

Number of sisters

12.

Other relatives living in the home: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

13.

Responsibilities assumed around home voluntarily:

14.

Responsibilities assumed around home under your super-

---------- Ages

vision:

15.

Are you willing to cooperate with the teacher in encouraging students to work on home experiences as an
outgrowth of classroom activities? Yes
Sometimes

---·

Why?

16.

Parental occupation
a.

b.

Mother
l.

Ha.J.f day

2.

All day

Father

17. Remarks:

--- No
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EXHIBIT B

(Form for Student Plan of Project)

PLAN OF MY PROJECT
Name of project
Why I ch ose this project

What I want to accomplish

How I plan to proceed

References I need

Conference and cooperation of family

Conference and cooperation of teacher
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EXHIBIT C
(Form for Student Story or Project)

THE STORY OF MY PROJECT

Name of project

What I did - step by step

What I learned from this project

My summary

Family comment and signature

Teacher's comment and signature
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EXHIBIT D
PLAN AND STORY OF MY PROJECT

"Planning And Preparing The Evening Meals
For My Family"
The reason I chose this project is because I wanted to
help my mother so that she would not have so much to do.

I

am the older daughter at home now, and since my mother works
late, I don't mind the responsibility of preparing the evening meal. Another reason, if I go ahead and prepare the eve ning meal, we can eat earlier so that we don't have to rush
when there is some place to go like basket ball games and
picture shows.
The things that I want to accomplish most from this project are to be a successful cook who can prepare foods attractively and learn to prepare them in a short time .

I

want to learn how to keep from being so slow when I cook.
I also want my foods to look attractive, to be able to bake
good cakes and cookies for my own parties.

I want the food

that I cook to look good and taste good so that my family
will be pleased.
When proceeding with my project, I plan to do most of
the shopping.

I also plan to keep the bills down as near

to my mother's as I can by buying only the foods that we
need, making use of foods produced at home and properly
storing left-overs so that they will be good to use in my
meal planning.

I shall try to plan menus that will meet

5'9
the nutritional needs of my family as best I can.

I can do

so by finding menus, planning some menus and check them with
the Basic 7 Wheel of Good Eating.
ipes; I shall collect more.

I have a collection of rec-

The best thing for me to do in

order to save time is to make work schedules and use them until I get familiar with working in the kitchen.
I will need for references,

my

text book, of course, the

homemaker's section of the daily newspaper, magazines, cook
books and current literature of various food advertizing agencies.

When I have time, I can look at the Katy's Kitchen

show on television or the Mary Lee Taylor program on the radio.
They always give helpful advice, recipes and interesting tips
on cooking.
As for the conference and cooperation of my family, my
parents have agreed to cooperate with me, that is to give me
the money I will need, help in the kitchen whenever necessary,
and give me a chance to learn to be a better cook.

My parents

understand what this project means to me.
The conferences and cooperation or my teacher are also
needed throughout the duration of my work on this project.
However, my teacher has made visits to my house concerning
my project.

She talked about it with my mother and me.

She

has also given me available literature on meal planning and
food preparation.
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PLAN AND STORY OF MY PROJECT
The story of my project begins with what I did, step by
step.

I selected my project in class one day, then I select-

ed my goals.

I checked my goals with my teacher, and got my

mother's consent and approval of the project.
was planning menus.

My next job

All of my menus were checked for approval

by mother and my teacher.

I took advantage of grocery sales

and special days when foods were cheaper in order to keep the
grocery bill as low as I could.

I made and used work sched-

ules so that I would not be so forgetful.
for a week at a time.

My menus were made

Sometimes changes had to be made, but

I realized that was a part of the learning process.
the necessary changes and continued my work.

I made

I continued this

job as a project for a month.
I learned from this project that preparing food for the
family can be fun.

I also learned how to be a better cook and

to prepare many foods that I did not know how to cook.

I

learned to cook so that the hot foods would be served hot, the
cold foods cold and serve them on time.
There were so many things I did not understand at first,
but now things to do when feeding my family are not as complicated as they were when I started.
favorable.

My family comments were

They made me feel as though I was really grown up

and was doing a big job.

Now I have to cook more often.

My
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teacher also feels that I have learned to cook well.

I know

she has as much confidence in me as my mother does because
whenever there is some cooking to be done at school for special
occasions such as for football boys or for school parties, I
am one of the girls to do the cooking.

I like it anyway.

Homemaking III

